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Kuu Lei Kuu Ipo
Hapa

#----------------------------------PLEASE NOTE---------------------------------#
#This file is the author s own work and represents their interpretation of the #
#song. You may only use this file for private study, scholarship, or research. #
#------------------------------------------------------------------------------#
#
From: jw@brown.edu (JW)
Subject: CRD: Ku u Lei, Ku u Ipo (Hapa)

   This song me and a friend figured out cause we re performing it for our
school Luau.  This is in tune with the CD, I am not sure if Hapa uses
capos or not, but it isn t too hard if you can do barre chords.  This is
in the key of D#.  If anyone has corrections or comments, please send
them!  I am not too sure about all of the chords, but they are damn
close!  Also, I should do a tab of the guitar solos, cause they aren t too
complex, but that s when I have more time...
                           Aloha all music fans,
                                 Jeff

Ku u Lei, Ku u Ipo
(Hapa)

D#             A#
Ku u lei, Ku u ipo
G#               D#
Where are you tonight?
Cm                       A#
Are you here for a short time?
G#                A#
Or the rest of my life?

D#             A#
Ku u lei, Ku u ipo
G#                   D#
When I m holding you tight
Cm                         A#
All the stars seem so much brighter
G#                A#
They light up the night

D#             A#
Ku u lei, Ku u ipo
G#            D#
I walk in the sand
Cm                      A#
Here I am with my heart aching
G#                A#
To walk hand in hand



Cm                      D#
Here I am with my heart aching
G#              D#
To walk hand in hand
Gm                        D#
Please keep my heart from breaking
Cm                 A#
How can I make you understand?

D#             A#
Ku u lei, Ku u ipo
G#               D#
Where are you tonight?
Cm                       A#
Are you here for a short time?
G#                A#
Or the rest of my life?

(Guitar Solo)

Cm                      D#
Here I am with my heart aching
G#              D#
To walk hand in hand
Gm                        D#
Please keep my heart from breaking
Cm                 A#
How can I make you understand?

D#             A#
Ku u lei, Ku u ipo
G#               D#
Where are you tonight?
Cm                       A#
Are you here for a short time?
G#                A#
Or the rest of my life?

D#             A#
Ku u lei, Ku u ipo
G#               D#
Come love me tonight
Cm                          A#
All the stars seems so much brighter
G#                A#                      D#
They light up the night, you light up the night
Cm          G#         A#
oooohhh oooooooooooooohhhh
                 D#
you light up the night
               Cm                G#     A#
Ku u lei, Ku u lei, Ku u ipo-----o------o
               D#



come love me tonight.
               Cm                G#     A#
Ku u lei, Ku u lei, Ku u ipo-----o------o
                 D#
you light up the night
               Cm                G#     A#
Ku u lei, Ku u lei, Ku u ipo-----o------o
               D#
come love me tonight.

(Guitar Solo)


